### Study tips

- Set aside time to preview lecture slides and notes
- Be a selective reader – focus on relevant readings
- Explore your libraries and find study spaces that work for you
- Have measurable study targets (e.g. write 300 words in two hours)
- Use the library’s Re:cite guide to perfect your citing and referencing
- Seek feedback on your work

### Your tools for success

- **Academic key dates:** [students.unimelb.edu.au/dates](students.unimelb.edu.au/dates)
- **Study strategies, writing skills and presenting:** [services.unimelb.edu.au/academicskills](services.unimelb.edu.au/academicskills)
- **Research and referencing:** [library.unimelb.edu.au](library.unimelb.edu.au)
- **Student support:** [students.unimelb.edu.au/stop1](students.unimelb.edu.au/stop1)

Find out how to use this planner and other resources to prepare for assessments. [go.unimelb.edu.au/gv5r](go.unimelb.edu.au/gv5r)
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Use this planner to create key milestones for your tasks each semester:

revision, exams, presentations, prac, key activities

- For writing tasks, add your due dates for assessments, then working backwards from ‘Submit’, shade the time you think you need to complete each phase of the task.
- Analyse task Brainstorm Research/Read Plan Write Edit Submit
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